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Specifications for modular program verifiers are expressed as constraints on program states (e.g. precondi-

tions) and relations on program states (e.g. postconditions). For programs whose domain is managing re-

sources of any kind (e.g. cryptocurrencies), such state-based specifications must make explicit properties that

a human would implicitly understand for free. For example, it’s clear that depositing into your bank account

will not change other balances, but classically this must be stated as a frame condition. As a result, speci-

fications for resource-manipulating programs quickly become verbose and difficult to interpret, write and

debug.

In this paper, we present a novel methodology that introduces user-defined first-class resources in the spec-

ification language, allowing resource-related operations and properties to be expressed directly and eliminat-

ing the need to reify implicit knowledge in the specifications.We implement ourmethodology as an extension

of the program verifier Prusti, and use it to verify a key part of a real-world blockchain application. As we

demonstrate in our evaluation, specifications written with our methodology are more concise, syntactically

simpler, and easier to understand than alternative specifications written purely in terms of program states.

1 INTRODUCTION

The goal of program verification is to ensure that a program will always operate in accordance
with a formal specification. In practice, this requires encoding the desired properties in the speci-
fication language of a program verifier that will be used to check conformance to such properties.
The difference between our intuitive, human language description of desired properties and their
representation in the specification language is called the semantic gap [Hein 2010]. The larger this
gap is in practice, the more difficult it becomes to write, read, maintain, and debug specifications.
In modular program verifiers, specifications are written and checked for each function sepa-

rately. Specification preconditions describe requirements on the program state at function call
sites, and postconditions describe the corresponding guarantees about the program state at return
sites; the verifier reasons about function calls with respect to these specifications rather than the
function’s implementation. For example, the specification for a function sort() that sorts a list
in-place could be written as an expression relating the values of the input list both before and
after the call; namely, stating that the latter should be a sorted version of the former. This design
effectively minimises the semantic gap for properties naturally expressed as relations on program
states, such as sortedness.
However, properties about programs that manipulate resources, such as money, are more chal-

lenging to specify correctly in this manner. For example, in a banking application, one might con-
sider describing the effect of a function deposit(acct_id, amt), using a postcondition:

#[ensures(balance(acct_id) == old(balance(acct_id)) + amt)]

which specifies that after calling deposit() the balance for acct_idwill have increased appropri-
ately. However, this specification misses an important property: the balance of all other accounts
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1:2 Zachary Grannan and Alexander J. Summers

in the bank must remain unchanged after the call. To address this, it is necessary to add a frame

condition [McCarthy and Hayes 1981] to the specification, resulting in the postcondition:

#[ensures(balance(acct_id) == old(balance(acct_id)) + amt) &&

forall(|a_id: AcctId| a_id != acct_id ==> balance(a_id) == old(balance(a_id))))]

This specification is longer andmore complicated; most of the complexity stems from describing
what’s unchanged by deposit() (this extra complexity grows rapidly for more complicated func-
tions). But in terms of an intuitive understanding of bank deposits, this property simply doesn’t
need to be stated: it’s obvious to humans that depositing money into one account will not change
other balances. This suggests a wide semantic gap between the way we think about resources in
the real-world, and what can be expressed in classical techniques for formal specification.
In this paper, we present a novel specification methodology that narrows this gap by introducing

custom resources and a language of resource properties and operations as first-class elements of
our specification language. Our methodology allows resource-related properties to be expressed
directly, and eliminates the need to reify properties that are implicit in our intuitive understanding
of resources, while building in ubiquitous properties by default, e.g. that the amount of a resource
should remain constant unless explicitly created or destroyed.
The usage of our custom resources in specification methodology is an abstraction decoupled

from the underlying program representations of these notions. However, our technique allows
coupling invariants to be defined, specifying once and for all the mapping between abstract re-
source notions and concrete program states. Specifications per function can be written concisely
andmore simply using resource abstractions, and the coupling invariants automatically and implic-
itly entail the right proof obligations concerning changes to and constraints on concrete program
states.
Our paper makes the following main contributions:

(1) We demonstrate the typical problems that arise when writing specifications of resource-
manipulating programs in terms of program states (Sec. 2)

(2) We present a methodology to solve these problems using first-class resources (Sec. 3)
(3) We implement ourmethodology, extending the Prusti verifier [Astrauskas et al. 2019] (Sec. 4)
(4) As a case study, we apply our methodology and implementation to verify a key component

of a real-world Rust implementation of a cross-chain token transfer protocol (Sec. 5)
(5) We perform a comparative evaluation of our methodology, showing that it enables users to

write shorter and simpler specifications for resource-manipulating programs (Sec. 6)

2 MOTIVATION

Tomotivate ourmethodology,we first present the challenges that arise whenwriting specifications
for a resource-manipulating program. Throughout this section, we consider a Rust implementation
of a multi-account bank that stores (dollar) balances, shown in Fig. 1. The struct Bank manages
the balances for multiple accounts in the field map, each account is identified by a corresponding
AcctId. Clients of the Bank cannot access map directly; they interact with the Bank object via the
functions balance(), deposit(), and withdraw(), within the impl Bank {...} block.
These functions take as first parameter a reference to the Bank instance. The syntax &self indi-

cates a Rust shared reference, with which the balance function cannot modify the Bank, while
a mutable reference such as the &mut self parameter of the other functions allows modifica-
tions. A Bank stores account balances in a U32Map that maps account identifiers to u32 values.
The balance() function looks up an account identifier in the map, returning 0 if there is no entry.
The functions deposit() and withdraw() update the map, overwriting any existing entry.
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Resource Specifications for Resource-Manipulating Programs 1:3

1 struct Bank { map: U32Map<AcctId> };

2 impl Bank {

3 pub fn balance(&self, acct_id: AcctId) -> u32 {

4 self.map.get(acct_id).unwrap_or(0) // 0 returned if no entry in map

5 }

6 pub fn deposit(&mut self, acct_id: AcctId, amt: u32) {

7 let bal = self.balance(acct_id); self.map.insert(acct_id, bal + amt);

8 }

9 pub fn withdraw(&mut self, acct_id: AcctId, amt: u32) {

10 let bal = self.balance(acct_id); self.map.insert(acct_id, bal - amt);

11 }

12 }

Fig. 1. Rust code defining a Bank struct and implementation of banking operations. Account balances are

stored in a U32Map mapping AcctIds to u32 values; deposits and withdrawals update the map entries.

1 #[ensures(
2 forall(|acct_id2: AcctId| if acct_id == acct_id2 {
3 self.balance(acct_id) == old(self.balance(acct_id)) + amt
4 } else {

5 self.balance(acct_id2) == old(self.balance(acct_id2))

6 })
7 )]

8 fn deposit(&mut self, acct_id: AcctId, amt: u32) { ... }

9 #[requires(self.balance(acct_id) >= amt)]

10 #[ensures(
12 forall(|acct_id2: AcctId| if acct_id == acct_id2 {
13 self.balance(acct_id) == old(self.balance(acct_id)) - amt
14 } else {

15 self.balance(acct_id2) == old(self.balance(acct_id2))

16 })
17 )]

18 fn withdraw(&mut self, acct_id: AcctId, amt: u32) { ... }

Fig. 2. Specifications for the deposit() and withdraw() functions. Each includes an explicit frame condi-

tion; specification lines used to encode the frame condition are highlighted in red.

Specifications for the Bank API play two main roles: defining what it means for the implementa-

tion of these functions to be correct (e.g. withdrawmust correctly update the right balance), and
defining what client code should consider when using this API. For example, withdrawing more
than the current balance should be forbidden, while to specify (and modularly verify) a client func-
tion such as transfer below relies on having suitable specifications for withdraw and deposit:

1 fn transfer(bank: &mut Bank, from: AcctId, to: AcctId, amt: u32) {

2 bank.withdraw(from, amt); bank.deposit(to, amt);

3 }

Our bank example is substantially less complex than typical real-world code, but writing cor-
rect specifications for it in a classical fashion can nonetheless be challenging and subtle. We now
demonstrate three specific issues that we encounter when trying to specify this kind of code.
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1 #[requires(from != to && bank.balance(from) >= amt)]

2 #[ensures(forall(|a_id: AcctId|

3 if a_id == from { bank.balance(a_id) == old(bank.balance(a_id)) - amt }

4 else if a_id == to { bank.balance(a_id) == old(bank.balance(a_id)) + amt }

5 else { bank.balance(a_id) == old(bank.balance(a_id)) }))]

6 fn transfer(bank: &mut Bank, from: AcctId, to: AcctId, amt: u32) { ... }

Fig. 3. A specification for the transfer() function, which makes calls to withdraw() and then deposit()

1 fn withdraw2(bank: &mut Bank, acct_id1: AcctId, acct_id2: AcctId) {

2 bank.withdraw(acct_id1, 1); bank.withdraw(acct_id2, 2);

3 }

Fig. 4. A function that performs two withdrawals in sequence. When acct_id1 and acct_id2 are the same,

this function performs two operations on the same account.

2.1 Three Issues of Specifying Resource-Manipulating Programs

A typical specification for our Bank implementation would define postconditions for deposit()
and withdraw() in terms of calls to balance(). As discussed in the introduction, an intuitive (but
ultimately insufficient) postcondition for deposit() could be written as follows:

1 #[ensures(self.balance(acct_id) == old(self.balance(acct_id) + amt))]

2 fn deposit(&mut self, acct_id: AcctId, amt: u32) { ... }

Although this is a correct postcondition for the implementation, it is not sufficient for (modu-
lar) client reasoning: it specifies the change to balance(acct_id) but doesn’t say anything about
other balances (which should be unchanged). The standard solution is to extend the postcondi-
tion with a frame condition, specifying that the balances of all other accounts remain unchanged.
The withdraw() function also requires similar frame conditions. A correct such specification for
deposit(), and the analogous specification for withdraw(), are presented in Fig. 2. Adding frame
conditions makes the resulting specifications more complex: much of the specification effort is
concerned with precisely specifying what does not change. Similar frame conditions are also nec-
essary for any function with a mutable reference to the Bank, such as transfer() above, whose
postcondition must specify overall what has not changed.
Deriving a frame condition for transfer() is not simply a matter of, say, conjoining those

for the two called functions; instead, one should rethink these specifications as describing state

updates, mentally compose these updates, and deduce the right end-to-end specification of their
composition: the appropriate postcondition of transfer() is presented in Fig. 3. Note that the
postcondition does not directly use the specification expressions from deposit() or withdraw().
This demonstrates the first issue with classical specifications in this context:

Issue 1: Specifying resource operations using program states requires frame conditions

Deriving frame conditions for the composition of multiple operations requires syntactic and
mental overhead. But similar composition issues can arise even without consideration of frame
conditions. For example, consider the function withdraw2() in Fig. 4, which performs two with-
drawal operations in sequence.Whenwe consider how to specify the precondition of this function,
based on the precondition of the withdraw() function (Fig. 2), we might consider using:
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Resource Specifications for Resource-Manipulating Programs 1:5

1 #[requires(if(acct_id1 == acct_id2) { bank.balance(acct_id1) >= 3 }

2 else { bank.balance(acct_id1) >= 1 && bank.balance(acct_id2) >= 2 })]

3 #[ensures(if(acct_id1 == acct_id2) {

4 bank.balance(acct_id1) == old(bank.balance(acct_id1) - 3)

5 } else {

6 bank.balance(acct_id1) == old(bank.balance(acct_id1) - 1) &&

7 bank.balance(acct_id2) == old(bank.balance(acct_id2) - 2)

8 } && forall(|acct_id: AcctId| (acct_id != acct_id1 && acct_id != acct_id2) ==>

9 bank.balance(acct_id) == old(bank.balance(acct_id))

10 ))]

11 fn withdraw2(bank: &mut Bank, acct_id1: AcctId, acct_id2: AcctId) { ... }

Fig. 5. The specifications for the withdraw2() function in Fig. 4. The conditional in the precondition is

necessary to handle the possible aliasing between acct_id1 and acct_id2. The postcondition includes an

analogous conditional, as well as a frame condition stating that other account balances remain unchanged.

1 #[requires(bank.balance(from) >= amt)]

2 fn transfer(bank: &mut Bank, from: AcctId, to: AcctId, amt: u32) {

3 bank.withdraw(from, amt); bank.deposit(to, amt); bank.deposit(to, amt);

4 }

Fig. 6. A buggy transfer function that performs two deposits instead of one

#[requires(bank.balance(acct_id1) >= 1 && bank.balance(acct_id2) >= 2)]

This precondition is not strong enough however: when acct_id1 = acct_id2, the withdraw2()
functionwould withdraw $3 from the account. Therefore, a precise precondition needs to explicitly
branch on whether both identifiers are the same. Furthermore, the analogous issue exists with the
postcondition: the way we represent the change in program state differs depending on the aliasing
of the parameters. An accurate specification for the withdraw2() function is presented in Fig. 5.
Again, to systematically derive such a specification requires considering the updates described

by the specifications of the called functions, mentally composing these side-effects, and map-
ping the resulting transformation back to a state-based specification (case-splitting for aliasing
as needed). The complexity of this process increases significantly as the number of operations
increases. For example, the specification for a hypothetical withdraw3() function would need to
branch on all of the aliasing possibilities between three parameters. This illustrates the second
issue:

Issue 2: Specifications of resource operations using program states do not easily com-
pose

The specifications for the Bank should dictate how clients are allowed to interact with it. They
prevent e.g. overdrawing an account via the precondition self.balance(acct_id) >= amt on
withdraw(). But they doesn’t enforce inherent properties of how resources should behave. Note
that deposit does not have a precondition: the specifications do not restrict calls to deposit().
Fig. 6 shows an alternative (faulty) transfer implementation: it deposits more money in ac-

count to than was withdrawn from account from, effectively creating money out of nowhere. The
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1:6 Zachary Grannan and Alexander J. Summers

specifications of the Bank do not prevent this behaviour: the transfer() function verifies. Tech-
nically, transfer() is underspecified: with the complete functional specification of its intended
effect on the to account, the function would fail to verify. But the conceptual source of the bug
is clear from the code even with a weak specification: it’s wrong for a resource acquired once to
be spent twice. Intuitively, the money spent by deposit should come from somewhere, but this
relies on an understanding of the specific resources the program works with, and of properties all
resources should have, that is only partially explicit in the program state and its classical specifi-
cations.

Issue 3: Specifications using program states cannot easily enforce resource properties

The root cause underlying all three of these issues is that program states are not the ideal ab-
straction for expressing and reasoning about the behaviour of resource-manipulating programs.
Intuitively, we think about such programs in terms of their operations on resources (e.g. spending
money), including implicit common-sense understanding of how resources work in reality: for ex-
ample, resources cannot be duplicated. The key idea behind our work is to make this abstraction
directly available in the specification language, reifying this informal intuition and all its benefits
in a formal technique. Our technique is presented concretely in the next section, but the basic idea
is to allow (possibly multiple) custom resource types to be declared for a given program: we might
use a resource type to represent money known to be stored in the bank and/or a resource type
to represent money taken out of the bank. The notion of how much of each of these resources is
currently held is made a (ghost) part of the program state (the resource state), and new specification
features are provided that define how much resource is transferred in and out of function calls.
The default interpretation of these transfers is that if we don’t specify that one happens, it cannot,

allowing specifications to describe local updates without explicit frame conditions (Issue 1). Since
resource transfers directly express changes to the resource state, they compose easily (Issue 2).
Using a custom resource to represent withdrawn money prevents the faulty code in Fig. 6, since
the attempt to spend a resource which is no-longer held can be made explicit with our first-class
resources and the built-in properties that come with our resource model (Issue 3).
In the next section, we demonstrate how our methodology enables this kind of reasoning.

3 METHODOLOGY

The core idea of our approach is to enable program behaviour to be specified directly in terms
of notions of resource relevant to the program. Resources in our methodology are conceptually
a pair of a resource type and a resource amount (an integer). Resource types are organised into
parameterised resource kinds: a named resource constructor with fixed arity (possibly zero) and
corresponding parameter types; each instantiation of these parameters yields a distinct resource
type. For example, we might use a resource kind Money with a single parameter representing an
account ID to represent currency known to be deposited in the corresponding bank account.
In our Prusti implementation, such a resource kind is declared as a Rust struct annotated with

a #[resource_kind] tag, listing its parameter types; resource types are denoted by instantiating
the struct with appropriate (Rust) expressions. For example, we can declare a resource constructor
for the amount of money belonging to a particular account as follows:

#[resource_kind] struct Money(AcctId);

Resources of the same type are always aggregated to the sum of their amounts, and resources of
different types are incomparable. In our example, the fact that for two different account IDs id1
and id2, the corresponding resource types Money(id1) and Money(id2) are different encodes the
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1 impl Bank {

2 #[ensures(resource(Money(acct_id), amt))]

3 fn deposit(&mut self, acct_id: AcctId, amt: u32) {

4 ...; produce!(resource(Money(acct_id), amt));

5 }

6 #[requires(resource(Money(acct_id), amt))]

7 fn withdraw(&mut self, acct_id: AcctId, amt: u32) {

8 ...; consume!(resource(Money(acct_id), amt));

9 }

10 }

Fig. 7. The specification of Bank, described in terms of the resource Money.

property that money in different accounts should not be fungible; withdrawing money from your
account should have a meaning distinct from withdrawing from someone else’s!
We use the syntax resource(rtype, amt) to denote resources, where rtype is a resource type,

and amt is the amount. For example, the expression resource(Money(a_id), amt) refers to an
amount amt of money for the account associated with the identifier a_id.

3.1 Resource Operations

Our methodology defines three resource operations: resources can be created, destroyed, and trans-

ferred. We denote creation and destruction by produce!() and consume!() respectively. In our
Bank example, using the resource type Money(a_id) to represent deposited currency, deposits
should create resource and withdrawals destroy it. This idea is realised by instrumenting the bod-
ies of the deposit and withdraw functions as shown in Fig. 7.
Intuitively, it is only possible to destroy a resource if it is currently held: our methodology re-

quires that the resource resource(Money(acct_id), amt) is available to destroy at the point of
the consume!() inside withdraw() (otherwise verification will fail). Conceptually, the caller of
withdraw needs to give up this resource: we express that they must transfer it from their (calling)
context by specifying the resource in the function precondition (cf. Fig. 7). Analogously, we specify
that deposit() transfers a resource back to the caller by placing it in the function’s postcondition.

3.2 Resource State

Our methodology associates every stack frame with a resource state, tracking the resources cur-
rently held by the function invocation. This is ghost state; we use it as a concept for static reasoning
about the program only, but it need not (and will not) actually exist at runtime. A resource state
is a map from resource types to resource amounts, and resource operations are interpreted with
respect to the current resource state. Creation of resource increments the corresponding map en-
try, while destruction decrements it. Destruction operations entail a proof obligation: we need to
prove that sufficient resource is held before it is destroyed, otherwise a verification error is raised.
Resources are transferred between stack frames at call (and return) sites. The resource state of

each frame is initialised with only the resources transferred to it from its caller, according to the
function’s precondition. Resources in a function’s postcondition are those it transfers back to its
caller. Transfers also entail proof obligations: the verifier must prove that the resources transferred
away are actually held. This model of resource state is suitable for modular verification: each
function’s initial resource state is determined purely by its precondition, independently of call
site.
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3.3 Resource State Expressions

The specifications presented in Fig. 7 suffice to characterise the behaviour of the program in terms
of its resource operations. Reifying these resource transfers make some important properties of
the program clearer: e.g. it is impossible to overdraw an account because withdrawals require a
resources representing at least part of the current balance (see Fig. 8).

1 fn bad(bank: &mut Bank, acct_id: AcctId, amt: u32) {

2 bank.deposit(acct_id, amt); bank.withdraw(acct_id, amt);

3 bank.withdraw(acct_id, amt); // ERROR: insufficient permission to resource

4 }

Fig. 8. An example program that would not verify a�er annotating Bank with resource operations. The

first withdraw() is permi�ed, because sufficient resource Money(acct_id) is made available by the pre-

ceding deposit() call. A verification error is raised because there is no resource available for the second

withdraw().

However, our resource specifications so far are completely independent of the actual imple-
mentation state used to track resources. In particular, there is no specified relationship between
resource operations and Bank.balance() calls. Working towards this, we introduce resource state
expressions, which are used inside specifications to introspect on the resource state. These expres-
sions are written holds(rtype), and (when used outside of function specifications (e.g. as inline
assertions) denote the amount of resource type rtype held in the current resource state. For ex-
ample, holds(Money(acct_id)) denotes the amount of acct_id’s money in the current state.
When holds() is used in function specifications, we define its semantics differently, consider-

ing the fact that the caller and callee resource states may differ. In such positions, our technique
interprets holds() expressions with respect to the amount of resource transferred so far by the
corresponding pre-/post-condition; this notion has the same meaning for both caller and callee.
Fig. 9 illustrates this semantics. The first precondition #[requires(resource(Money(a), 1))]

at line 1 specifies a resource to be transferred from caller to callee. As that is the only resource
transferred so far, the (commented) assertion holds(Money(a)) == 1 holds at 1 . The subsequent
line specifies the same resource transfer again, resulting in holds(Money(a)) == 2 ( 2 ).
The first postcondition old(holds(Money(a))) == 2) at 3 concerns (via old) the amount of

Money(a) transferred from the caller (this refers to the overall transfers made by the preconditions
together), while the second ( 4 ) states that no money has been transferred by the postconditions
up to this point. At 5 , located after the postcondition transferring resource(Money(a),1) to the
caller, the commented assertion holds(Money(a)) == 1 would instead be true.

3.4 Coupling Invariants

Finally, we use our resource state expressions to define connections between the resource state
and the actual program state. In our methodology, users declare coupling invariants to define these
connections. Coupling invariants are expressed as two-state expressions (using old to describe the
prior state, as in a postcondition) that relate the program and resource states at two points in the
program; these invariants are enforced at function return sites. Coupling invariants are expressed
using annotations of the form #[invariant_twostate(C)], where C is an expression that can
include specification constructs such as holds() and old() expressions. Although declared once
per type, a coupling invariant C is interpreted as an additional, implicit postcondition on every
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Resource Specifications for Resource-Manipulating Programs 1:9

1 #[requires(resource(Money(a), 1))] // holds(Money(a)) == 1 1

2 #[requires(resource(Money(a), 1))] // holds(Money(a)) == 2 2

3 #[ensures(old(holds(Money(a))) == 2)] 3

4 #[ensures(holds(Money(a)) == 0)] 4

5 #[ensures(resource(Money(a), 1))] // holds(Money(a)) == 1 5

6 fn take2return1(bank: &mut Bank, a:AcctId){ bank.withdraw(a, 1); }

7

8 #[requires(resource(Money(a),3))]

9 fn client(bank: &mut Bank, a: AcctId){ take2return1(bank, a); }

Fig. 9. A program demonstrating resource operations and resource state expressions in specifications.

1 #[invariant_twostate(forall(|a_id: AcctId|

2 holds(Money(a_id)) - old(holds(Money(a_id))) ==

3 self.balance(a_id) - old(self.balance(a_id))))]

Fig. 10. A coupling invariant for the Bank struct, which is enforced between the beginning (via old) and end

of each function involving a mutable reference to a Bank.

deposit() Specification (Fig. 7)

Pre: <none>

Post: #[ensures(resource(Money(acct_id), amt))]

Resource Transfers Denoted by Specification

Transferred In: n

Transferred Out: {Money(acct_id) → amt}

View of Resource Transfers via holds()

Before: ∀a_id . old(holds(Money(a_id))) = 0

After: ∀a_id . holds(Money(a_id)) =

{

amt if a_id = acct_id

0 otherwise

Derived Postcondition for deposit() (c.f. Fig. 2)

∀a_id . balance(a_id) = old(balance(a_id)) +

{

amt if a_id = acct_id

0 otherwise

Coupling Invariant

Shown in Fig. 10

Fig. 11. A diagram indicating how the coupling invariant from Fig. 10 combines with resource operations of

deposit() (Fig. 7) to derive a postcondition specifying the effect deposit() has on the value of balance().

The derived postcondition is equivalent to the manually wri�en postcondition of Fig. 2.

function taking a mutable reference to this type as a parameter; effectively, it is equivalent to
adding the postcondition #[ensures(C)] to all such functions (this happens implicitly).
Fig. 10 shows a suitable coupling invariant for our Bank struct. It states that (across each func-

tion it applies to) the change in the value of balance(a_id) should correspond to the change in
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1:10 Zachary Grannan and Alexander J. Summers

1 #[requires(from != to)]

2 #[requires(resource(Money(from), amt))]

3 #[ensures(resource(Money(to), amt))]

4 fn transfer(bank: &mut Bank, from: AcctId, to: AcctId, amt: u32) { ... }

Fig. 12. The specification of transfer(), described in terms of the resource Money.

resource Money(a_id) for all account identifiers a_id. To demonstrate the implications of this in-
variant, we can consider how it applies to the deposit() function (depicted graphically in Fig. 11).

The function’s specifications using resource assertions prescribe the resources to be trans-
ferred into and out of the function call; in this example, none for the (empty) precondition and
resource(Money(acct_id), amt) for the postcondition. This is elaborated (automatically) to a
complete pointwise specification of the effects on all resource types, making explicit the cases of no
transfer via e.g. holds(Money(a_id) == 0 constraints. By conjoining the coupling invariant, this
logically implies a precise specification relating the values of balance calls between the pre-state
and post-state; exactly the complex postcondition that had to be written manually for deposit()
in Fig. 2. The combination of our novel resource specifications describing only the effects that do
happen, our native resource semantics and an appropriate coupling invariant, results implicitly in
a logically-equivalent specification expressed much more simply.
Coupling invariants apply to all functions that take a (mutable) reference to a Bank (in particular,

they cannot be forgotten/ignored for a function; they define a constraint on operations on this type
in general). Fig. 12 shows the specifications for the transfer() function implemented using our
methodology; unlike the original version in Fig. 3, the specification does not require explicit frame
conditions, and (with the exception of the extra precondition from != to) is a simple composition
of the corresponding specifications of withdraw() and deposit() from Fig. 7. Important resource
notions such as non-duplicability and a built-in notion of resource amount are built-in: in short,
our new methodology addresses the three main specification issues detailed in Sec. 2.

4 IMPLEMENTATION

We implemented our verification technique as an extension of the Rust program verifier Prusti.
Prusti verifies Rust code by encoding the program and specifications into the intermediate veri-
fication language Viper [Müller et al. 2016], which supports permission-based reasoning using a
variant of implicit dynamic frames [Smans et al. 2009]. Although Prusti does not allow users to
directly access Viper’s permission primitives in specifications, it uses Viper permissions to encode
the guarantees provided by Rust’s ownership model. Our methodology uses Viper’s permission-
based reasoning capabilities to extend Prusti with support for our novel resource reasoning tech-
nique.

4.1 The Viper Intermediate Verification Language

Viper is an imperative intermediate verification language, in the spirit of Boogie [Leino 2008] and
Why3 [Bobot et al. 2011]. Program verifiers are built to translate source language (in our case,
Rust) verification problems into Viper programs, which can then be checked by a Viper verifier.
A Viper program consists of a set of methods; Viper methods (whose bodies are statements) are

similar to functions in an imperative language. Viper statements include variable assignments and
method calls, as well as assume and assert statements that are interpreted in the standard way.
Viper also includes label statements: the statement label ; associates the point in the method
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where the statement appears with the label ; . The labels are used in Viper’s old expressions: the
expression old[;](4) refers to the value of the expression 4 at the program point ; .
Viper supports separation-logic style reasoning: its language and logic has its own notion of

resource state, used to track a variety of resource assertions [Müller et al. 2016]. For the purposes
of this paper, the only relevant Viper resources are abstract predicate instances. Viper allows the
declaration of custom abstract predicates using the syntax predicate% (G1 : )1, . . . , G= : )=), where
% is the predicate name, and G1 : )1, . . . , G= : )= are the names and types of its arguments. Each
instantiation % (41, . . . , 4=) of the predicate is treated as a type of resource to be tracked.
Expressions acc(?, amt ) denote an amount amt of the predicate instantiation ? . Viper state-

ments inhale 4 and exhale 4 add/remove resources described by acc expressions in 4; for non-
resource expressions they behave as assume/assert statements. Removing (via exhale) resources
not in the state causes a verification error. Viper also supports perm() expressions that query an
amount of resource: an expression perm(?) refers to the amount of the predicate instantiation ? .

4.2 Encoding of Resources into Viper

An overview of our translation from our resource specifications into Viper is shown in Fig. 13.
The (overloaded) syntax ÈÉ denotes the translation of Prusti declarations, Rust statements, and
Rust types into Viper. We omit the translation of types, which is unchanged from the prior Prusti
encoding [Astrauskas et al. 2019]. Prusti’s encoding of pre-existing features is unchanged, except
for adding additional label statements (used for encoding our holds() expressions).
The syntax ÈÉ >

2 denotes the encoding of a Prusti expression in the context 2 , > . The context
changes theway that holds() expressions are translated into Viper. The first element, 2 , represents
the current context: either no label n , or a signed label -; or +; (denoting whether we are currently
removing or adding resources). The second element, > , represents the old context taking the form
of either old(;) or cur(;). These contexts prescribe where (with respect to which existing label)
generated perm() expressions should be evaluated and how they should be composed. For example,
the context +; ′, old(;), is used to encode old(holds())expressions that occur in the postcondition
of a called function; and are computed by taking the difference of the perm() expressions taken
before and after exhaling the function precondition, corresponding to labels ; and ; ′ respectively.

4.2.1 Resources and Resource Operations. As described previously, resource types (via their Re-
source constructors) are declared in Prusti as a Rust struct, annotatedwith the tag #[resource_kind].
We encode resource constructors as abstract predicates in Viper; the fields of the struct are encoded
as the arguments to the abstract predicate. We chose this encoding because abstract predicates in
Viper are used tomodel resources in Viper’s resourcemodel. Accordingly,we translate resource()
expressions directly into acc() expressions in Viper. Our produce!() and consume!() statements
are encoded as inhale and exhale statements in Viper; these provide our desired semantics di-
rectly.
holds() expressions in the body of a Rust function are encoded as perm() expressions in Viper.

However, as described in Sec. 3.3, our holds() expressions have a different semantics in pre-
/post-conditions (while Viper’s perm() expressions do not). Encoding our semantics requires a
more-complex translation, using the contexts on our translation function to calculate the correct
differences between perm() expressions at different points in the program.

4.3 Coupling Invariants and Reborrowing

We directly encode coupling invariants (declared with #[invariant_twostate(C)] annotations
on Rust structs) as postconditions on the corresponding translated Viper methods. One restric-
tion of our current methodology is that we do not support Rust functions that reborrow mutable
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Declarations
È#[resource_kind] struct '()1, . . . ,)=); É  predicate '(arg1 : È)1É , . . . , argn : È)=É )

�

�

#[requires(5pre )]
#[ensures(5post )]
fn 5 (G1 : )1, . . . , G= : )=) {B1; . . . ; B<}

�

�  

method 5 (G1 : È)1É , . . . , G= : È)=É ){

inhale
�

5?A4
� cur(;n )
n ; label pre;

ÈB1É ; . . . ; ÈB<É

label post; exhale
�

5?>BC
� cur(pre)
-post

}

Statements
Èproduce!(C); É  inhale ÈCÉ cur(pre)

n Èconsume!(C); É  exhale ÈCÉ cur(pre)
n

È5 (C1, . . . , C=); É  
label ;pre; exhale

�

5pre[G1 := C1, . . . , G= := C=]
� cur(;n )
-;pre

label ;post; inhale
�

5post [G1 := C1, . . . , G= := C=]
� cur(;pre)

+;post

Expressions

Èold(C)É cur(; )
2  ÈCÉ old(; )

2

È'(C1, . . . , C=)É
>
2  '(ÈC1É

>
2 , . . . , ÈC=É

>
2 ) Èresource(A , C)É >

2  acc(ÈAÉ>
2 , ÈCÉ

>
2 )

Èholds(A )É cur(; )
n  perm(ÈAÉ cur(; )

n ) Èholds(A )É old(; )
n  old[;](perm(ÈAÉ old(; )

n ))

Èholds(A )É
cur(; )
+; ′
 perm(ÈAÉ

cur(; )
n ) - old[; ′](perm(ÈAÉ

cur(; )
n ))

Èholds(A )É old(; )
+; ′
 old[;](perm(ÈAÉ old(; )

n )) - old[; ′](perm(ÈAÉ old(; )
n ))

Èholds(A )É cur(; )
-; ′
 old[; ′](perm(ÈAÉ cur(; )

n )) - perm(ÈAÉ cur(; )
n )

Èholds(A )É
old(; )
-; ′
 old[;](perm(ÈAÉ

old(; )
n ))

Fig. 13. Encoding of Prusti resource constructs into Viper. Labels ;pre and ;post are assumed to be fresh. The

label ;n denotes an arbitrary fresh label that is never referenced, i.e., a placeholder label used where old

expressions are not permi�ed.

references, returning to the caller a live mutable reference to e.g. the internals of the Bank. An
example of such a function is shown in Fig. 14, where a mutable references to one of the balances
is handed out to the caller. Technically, this requires that the client code would become responsible
for maintaining the Bank’s two-state invariant. For untrusted client code (such as smart contracts
running on a blockchain infrastructure), this should not be relied upon, and rejecting such func-
tions (as we currently do) is the right approach. A similar issue and its solution has been discussed
in the context of single-state invariants for Prusti [Astrauskas et al. 2022]. However, for trusted
client code (e.g. other verified layers of the same software stack), we believe an adaptation of this
idea to support reborrowing with our two-state invariants, as future work (it remains to consider
exactly which pairs of states we would use to enforce our two-state invariants in potential exten-
sion). This feature has not been needed in practice when applying our methodology to examples
(likely because this additional reliance on client code for correctness is often not desirable for such
programs).
With this encoding in place (and implemented), we can verify Rust code specified in our method-

ology directly and automatically, as we evaluate in the following sections.
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1 struct Bank { balances: HashMap<AcctId, u32> }

2 impl Bank {

3 fn get_balance_ref(&mut self, acct_id: AcctId) -> &mut u32 {

4 self.balances.get_mut(acct_id).unwrap()

5 }

6 }

Fig. 14. A function that performs a reborrow. The variable self is inaccessible at the end of the function

call and the returned reference can modify its internal state; the Bank’s two-state invariant cannot yet be

re-established.

5 CASE STUDY

In this case study,we take the core of a Rust implementation [Informal Systems Inc. and ibc-rs authors
2022] of a cryptocurrency token transfer application running on the Interblockchain Communica-
tion Protocol (IBC) [Goes 2020]. The token transfer application enables tokens to be sent from one
blockchain to another, without the need for a trusted intermediary; a bug in the application could
inadvertently cause tokens to be destroyed or duplicated.

5.1 The Fungible Token Transfer Application

The IBC token transfer specification allows tokens to be sent between blockchains with different
implementations and consensus mechanisms. Its design requires that each chain track token own-
ership for accounts on the chain, but not for those on other chains. The application has access to
a ledger on each chain; allowing it to mint and burn tokens for arbitrary accounts on that chain.
It “transfers” a token between chains by making ledger updates on both chains.
A naïve token transfer implementation could operate by destroying the tokens on one chain

and creating them on another. However, the naïve approach has two issues. First, a chain may
not have the capacity to mint some kinds of tokens, i.e., tokens with fixed supply. Second, this
approach would allow an exploit allowing unrestricted minting of a token on one compromised
chain to allow obtaining an arbitrary amount of that token on any connected chain. In particular,
if a chain � had a vulnerability allowing malicious arbitrary minting, an attacker could mint on �
a token that exists on chain �, and then transfer it to chain �.
Instead, the fungible token transfer application performs a token transfer from chain� to chain

� by first sending the token to a special escrow account on chain �, and then minting a voucher

token on chain � (shown in Fig. 15a). The denomination of the voucher token is created by prefixing
the denomination of �’s token with the identifier of the channel connecting the two chains.
Intuitively, the voucher token on � corresponds to the escrowed token on�. In particular, when

the application transfers the voucher token back to �, it is burned on chain �, and the tokens in
the escrow account in chain � are sent to the recipient (as shown in Fig. 15b). The advantage of
this design is that it does not require the token transfer application to mint or burn native (i.e.,
non-voucher) tokens. Because this design ensures that native tokens are never minted, exploits on
one chain cannot use the protocol to inflate the supply of native tokens on other chains.
When a voucher token is transferred to a chain other than its originating chain, it is treated the

same as any other token. This enables tokens to be transferred transitively across multiple chains.
For example, suppose�, � and� are blockchains, and � is connected to both� and� . Then, a token
on � can be sent to � by first making a transfer from � to �, and sending the voucher minted on
� to � . � ends up with a voucher for the token on �, which itself is a voucher for the token on �.
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(a) Operations performed when sending a native
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Fig. 15. Operations of the Token Transfer Application.

1 struct PrefixedDenom {trace_path: TracePath, base_denom: BaseDenom}

2 struct PrefixedCoin {denom: PrefixedDenom, amount: u32}

3 trait BankKeeper {

4 fn send_tokens(&mut self, from: AccountId, to: AccountId, coin: PrefixedCoin);

5 fn burn_tokens(&mut self, from: AccountId, coin: PrefixedCoin);

6 fn mint_tokens(&mut self, to: AccountId, coin: PrefixedCoin);

7 }

Fig. 16. The BankKeeper interface

5.2 Application Architecture

The token transfer application is defined with respect to the BankKeeper trait shown in Fig. 16.
The application uses the BankKeeper to manage the ledger on a particular chain; transfers are
accomplished by interacting with instances of the BankKeeper trait on both chains.
The struct AccountId identifies an account; within BankKeeper these refer to local accounts

(not those on other chains). The struct PrefixedCoin consists of a token denomination and an
integer amount; this type is used in the bank interface to specify which token should be minted,
burned, or transferred. The struct PrefixedDenom refers to a token denomination: base_denom is
the name of the token on the originating chain, and trace_path denotes the sequence of token
transfers necessary to exchange a token of this denomination with the one on its original chain.

5.3 Properties of the Fungible Token Transfer Application

For our case study, we focused on verifying two key properties of the token transfer application.
We decided on the properties based on suggestions from collaborators at Informal Systems (re-
sponsible for the code). The properties are as follows:

• Two-Way Peg: After transferring a token from one chain to another, it should be possible
to send the token back to the original account. Performing this round-trip token transfer
should not result in any balance changes on either chain.

• Preservation of Supply: For any given native token, the sum of the native token (excluding
tokens in escrow accounts) and all derived voucher tokens should remain constant.
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These properties originate from the IBC specification [Goes 2022], although the two-way peg
property we consider is stronger than the version in the original specification. To verify the imple-
mentation, it was necessary to make some changes to the code in order to workaround limitations
of Prusti. For example, the TracePath data structure is implemented using data structures that
are not fully supported by Prusti, therefore, we simplified the definitions of such types. However,
these changes are orthogonal to our verification methodology.
In addition, we have not yet implemented support for coupling invariants on traits, therefore,

to verify the implementation we changed the interface to define BankKeeper as a struct instead.
As the expected properties and behaviour of the BankKeeper remain the same, this change is not
significant, and the results of our verification are still applicable to the original design.
The token transfer application relies on implementations of the IBC core standards [IBC Standards Committee

2023] to coordinate communication across chains. For example, executing code on the remote
chain involves generating cryptographic proofs, serialising message data, and routing messages
appropriately. These aspects are unrelated to the application logic itself, furthermore, verification
of these aspects would likely not benefit from our resource reasoning methodology. Therefore, we
assume that these components function correctly.

5.4 Encoding the Specification with Resources

We present our specification by first explaining the resource types that are used to model the
resources in the program (Sec. 5.4.1). We then demonstrate the specifications for the BankKeeper
(Sec. 5.4.2) and constituent functions of the token-transfer application (Sec. 5.4.3). In Sec. 5.4.4 we
present the specifications used to verify the properties.

5.4.1 Representing Tokens with Resource Types. We begin our presentation by identifying appro-
priate resource types for use in specifications. First, we note that the two properties above refer to
different aspects of tokens: the two-way peg property is concernedwith the tokens in each account,
while the preservation of supply considers the sum of unescrowed tokens across all accounts. The
latter property does not distinguish between native and voucher tokens, however this distinction
is relevant for the former. Therefore, we define two different resource constructors, each corre-
sponding to a different aspect of the same tokens. We declare the first constructor, which is used
to encode the two-way peg property, as follows:

#[resource_kind] struct Money(BankID, AccountId, PrefixedDenom)

Resources constructed using the constructor Money have distinct resource types if they belong
to different banks, differ in denomination, or have different owners. We can ensure the two-way
peg property by showing that round-trip transfers do not change the amount of tokens of this type
in the resource state.
Proving the second property requires showing that the total amount of all unescrowed tokens of

a particular base denomination remain unchanged. For this property, we use a different resource
constructor, that treats tokens as having the same type when they are in the same bank and have
the same base denomination. We declare the constructor as follows:

#[resource_kind] struct UnescrowedCoins(BankID, BaseDenom);

As previously mentioned, each resource constructor corresponds to a different view of the same
token. Therefore, operations on real tokens should affect the corresponding resources for each view
in a uniform manner. Therefore, we can define a macro to describe these real-world operations in
terms of how they effect each view of the resource; this macro simplifies the specification, since it
eliminates the need to write resource operations for each view separately.
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1 macro_rules! transfer_money { ($bank_id:expr, $to:expr, $coin:expr) => {

2 resource(Money($bank_id, $to, $coin.denom), $coin.amount) &&

3 if !is_escrow_account($to) {

4 resource(UnescrowedCoins($bank_id, $coin.denom.base_denom), $coin.amount)

5 } else { true }

6 }}

Fig. 17. A macro that specifies what Prusti resources are changed (i.e., either created or destroyed) in re-

sponse to token operations. An operation on tokens will always change the Money resource, and also changes

the UnescrowedCoins resource if the target account is not an escrow account.

1 impl BankKeeper {

2 #[requires(transfer_money!(self.id(), from, coin))]

3 #[ensures(transfer_money!(self.id(), to, coin))]

4 fn send_tokens(&mut self, from: AccountId, to: AccountId, coin: PrefixedCoin);

5

6 #[requires(transfer_money!(self.id(), from, coin))]

7 fn burn_tokens(&mut self, from: AccountId, coin: PrefixedCoin);

8

9 #[ensures(transfer_money!(self.id(), to, coin))]

10 fn mint_tokens(&mut self, to: AccountId, coin: PrefixedCoin);

11 }

Fig. 18. The BankKeeper annotated with the appropriate resource operations.

The resulting macro is presented in Fig. 17. The macro states that a transfer of a token should al-
waysmove an instance of the Money resource constructor, but should onlymove the corresponding
UnescrowedCoins resource if the account $to is not an escrow account.

5.4.2 Specifying the BankKeeper. Weuse the transfer_money()!macro to annotate BankKeeper’s
associated functions with appropriate resource operations, as presented in Fig. 18.
We then connect the resource operations to properties about the program state by establish cou-

pling invariants on the BankKeeper function, which describe how changes to Money and UnescrowedCoins
in the resource state correspond to changes in functions balance and unescrowed_coin_balance
respectively. These invariants are shown in Fig. 19.

5.4.3 Verifying the Application Logic. Wenow focus our attention to the logic of the token-transfer
application itself. The application performs a token transfer from a chain� to chain � in two steps.
The first step is performed by calling the function send_fungible_tokens() (Fig. 20) on chain
�, which disposes of the tokens on � by either escrowing or burning them. In the second step,
it effectively causes the function on_recv_packet() to be called on chain �, which produces the
tokens by either minting or unescrowing tokens as necessary1.
Fig. 20 shows a specification and implementation of the send_fungible_tokens() function

(we simply some details for presentation here), which performs the initial step in the cross-chain

1Technically, on_recv_packet() in the original version is a callback that is triggered when a relayer sends a message to

chain �, however for verification we consider this as a regular function call. The routing of callbacks is implemented as

part of the IBC core standard, which we assume to be correct and do not attempt to verify.
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1 #[invariant(forall(|acct_id: AccountId, denom: PrefixedDenom|

2 holds(Money(self.id(), acct_id, denom)) -

3 old(holds(Money(self.id(), acct_id, denom))) ==

4 self.balance(acct_id, denom) - old(self.balance(acct_id, denom))))]

5 #[invariant(forall(|coin: BaseDenom|

6 holds(UnescrowedCoins(self.id(), coin)) -

7 old(holds(UnescrowedCoins(self.id(), coin))) ==

8 self.unescrowed_coin_balance(coin) - old(self.unescrowed_coin_balance(coin))))]

Fig. 19. Invariants connecting the resources Money and UnescrowedCoins to the methods balance() and

unescrowed_coin_balance() respectively.

1 #[requires(transfer_money!(bank.id(), sender, coin))]

2 #[ensures(!coin.denom.trace_path.starts_with(port, channel) ==>

3 transfer_money!(bank.id(), escrow_address(channel), coin))]

4 fn send_fungible_tokens(bank: &mut Bank, coin: &PrefixedCoin, sender: AccountId,

5 port: Port, channel: ChannelEnd) {

6 if coin.denom.trace_path.starts_with(port, channel) { bank.burn(sender, coin);}

7 else { bank.send(sender, escrow_address(channel), coin); }

8 }

Fig. 20. The first step of the fungible token transfer.

token transfer. The arguments port and channel identify the chain that tokens will be transferred
to. The condition on line 8 checks if the token being sent is a voucher for a token on that chain.
If so, then the voucher is burned on this chain (and the next step will unlock the corresponding
token on the other chain). Otherwise, the token is moved to an escrow account on this chain.
The precondition of send_fungible_tokens() specifies that calling the function transfers the

token out of the sender’s account. The postcondition indicates that when the token did not orig-
inate on the opposite chain (i.e., the chain identified by port and channel), it will be transferred
to the escrow account. Due to space constraints, we do not present the specifications of the sec-
ond step of the transfer here; the relevant specification is available in our supplementary mate-
rial [Anonymous Authors 2023].

5.4.4 Verifying the Desired Properties. With the above specifications, we can then prove that the
token transfer application satisfies the properties described in Sec. 5.3. To prove the two-way peg
property, we construct a method that performs a round trip token transfer, and show that the
balances of all accounts are unchanged after the transfer. The relevant specifications are presented
in Fig. 21 (the body of the method is omitted for brevity). We verify the preservation of supply
property by showing that the supply is preserved after an arbitrary transfer; the specifications are
presented in Fig. 22. The specifications of both properties are expressed in terms of the functions
balance() and unescrowed_coin_balance() respectively.
In conclusion, we’ve shown that our methodology can be applied to a real-world resource-

manipulating program. Using our methodology, we were able to prove two important properties
about the token-transfer application: that it maintains a two-way peg and preserves total token
supply. Our technique allow us to verify the desired properties in a straightforward manner by
describing resource operations directly, without having to write frame conditions.
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1 #[ensures(forall(|acct_id2: AccountId, denom: PrefixedDenom|

2 bank1.balance(acct_id2, denom) == old(bank1).balance(acct_id2, denom)))]

3 #[ensures(forall(|acct_id2: AccountId, denom: PrefixedDenom|

4 bank2.balance(acct_id2, denom) == old(bank2).balance(acct_id2, denom)))]

5 fn round_trip(bank1: &mut Bank, bank2: &mut Bank, coin: &PrefixedCoin,

6 sender: AccountId, receiver: AccountId, ...) { ... }

Fig. 21. The relevant specifications for the two-way peg property. The function round_trip() performs

a token transfer from account sender to receiver, and then performs the same transfer in the opposite

direction.

1 #[ensures(forall(|c: BaseDenom|

2 bank1.unescrowed_coin_balance(c) + bank2.unescrowed_coin_balance(c) ==

3 old(bank1.unescrowed_coin_balance(c) + bank2.unescrowed_coin_balance(c))))]

4 fn transfer(bank1: &mut Bank, bank2: &mut Bank, coin: &PrefixedCoin,

5 sender: AccountId, receiver: AccountId, ...) { ... }

Fig. 22. The relevant specifications for the supply preservation property. The function transfer() performs

a token transfer from account sender to receiver.

6 EVALUATION

To evaluate our technique, we consider how specifications written using our methodology com-
pare to alternative specifications written in terms of program states. We consider four research
questions:

RQ1 (Conciseness): Are our specifications smaller than the alternative?
RQ2 (Complexity): Are our specifications simpler than the alternative?
RQ3 (Interpretability): Are our specifications easier to understand compared to the alternative?
RQ4 (Verification Time): Do our specifications require more time to verify than the alternative?

To answer these questions, we compare the specifications we developed in Sec. 5 to an alter-
native version we constructed, that verifies the same implementation using specifications written
without using our methodology. In addition, we also apply our methodology to a simplified imple-
mentation of the IBC Non-Fungible Token (NFT) Transfer application [Xi 2022], again comparing
the results to an alternative version of the specification. The NFT transfer application has a similar
architecture to the token transfer application. We wrote the implementation ourselves, based on
pseudocode in the specification. We are not aware of a functioning Rust implementation of the
protocol; ultimately we intend to develop our prototype into a verified reference implementation.
A key difference in the application of our methodology between the two protocols, is that we use
resources to model the permission to change ownership of a token, rather thanmodelling the token
itself. The specifications and implementation of the NFT transfer application are included in our
supplementary material [Anonymous Authors 2023].
We now consider each research question in order, describing how we compared the specifica-

tions and presenting our results. We discuss the results in Sec. 6.5.
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Context Usage Without Resources With Resources

TT-Resources

Resource Constructors N/A 4

Coupling Invariants N/A 21

transfer_money!() macro N/A 10

TT-Bank

burn() 27 1

mint() 26 1

send() 41 2

TT-App
send_fungible_tokens() 13 3

on_recv_packet() 19 6

TT-Properties
send_preserves() 16 26

round_trip() 19 23

NFT-Resources

Resource Constructors N/A 2

Coupling Invariants N/A 5

transfer_tokens!() macro N/A 5

NFT-Bank

burn() 8 2

mint() 9 3

send() 8 3

create_or_update_class() 4 0

NFT-App
send_nft() 12 13

on_recv_packet() 17 11

NFT-Properties round_trip() 21 24

Total 240 165

Table 1. Comparison of the number of specification lines required for the specifications wri�en with and

without resources. Rows prefixed with TT- refer to the token transfer specifications, those prefixed with NFT-

refer to the NFT transfer specifications.

6.1 Conciseness

Tomeasure conciseness, we compared the number of lines of code used to specify resource-related
operations in both specifications. Lines that are unrelated to resource operations, which are identi-
cal in both versions, are not considered in the comparison. Table 1 provides a comparison between
the number of specification lines required for both specification versions. In total, the specifications
concerned with resource properties (including invariants and helper macro definitions) consist of
165 lines of code. Encoding the equivalent specifications without resources required 240 lines.

Our methodology requires fewer lines of code to encode the specifications for the token transfer
application’s BankKeeper implementation, as well as the two main functions of the fungible token
transfer application. Our specifications of the final properties require more lines of code, because
they also indicate the resource operations of send_preserves() and round_trip(). However,
the trade-off is acceptable, because these extra lines also make the specification more expressive
compared to the alternative specification. Furthermore, a larger difference would be seen if we con-
sidered a program with more functions, because the invariants only need to be written once. The
function create_or_update_class() in the NFT transfer application does modify token owner-
ship, and therefore does not require any specifications in our specification; in contrast, the alter-
native specification requires four lines of code to explicitly state this property.
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Context Usage
Without Resources With Resources

Size Depth Uniq. Size Depth Uniq.

TT-Resources

Resource Constructors N/A N/A N/A 7 2 2

Coupling Invariants N/A N/A N/A 90 9 9

transfer_money!() macro N/A N/A N/A 26 7 8

TT-Bank

burn() 92 10 12 5 3 2

mint() 84 10 11 5 3 2

send() 136 11 14 10 3 2

TT-App
send_fungible_tokens() 34 6 7 20 6 5

on_recv_packet() 45 6 7 20 5 4

TT-Properties
send_preserves() 47 7 9 79 7 10

round_trip() 53 6 8 72 6 7

NFT-Resources

Resource Constructors N/A N/A N/A 4 2 2

Coupling Invariants N/A N/A N/A 42 10 10

transfer_tokens!() macro N/A N/A N/A 9 4 5

NFT-Bank

burn() 29 8 7 10 3 3

mint() 37 8 7 18 3 3

send() 31 8 7 16 3 3

create_or_update_class() 14 6 5 0 0 0

NFT-App
send_nft() 56 9 8 50 6 8

on_recv_packet() 67 9 8 55 7 6

NFT-Properties round_trip() 65 6 7 81 6 8

Table 2. Comparison between the syntactic complexity of specifications wri�en with and without resources.

Each column considers the ASTs of the specification expressions for the function in that row. Size refers to

the total number of nodes in the ASTs. Depth refers to the height of the tallest AST. Uniq. refers to the

number of distinct node types occurring in the ASTs.

6.2 Syntactic Complexity

More concise specifications are not necessarily simpler or more desirable. For example, a longer
specification may be preferable to a shorter one if the latter involves complex nesting of condition-
als, implications, and quantifiers. To evaluate syntactic complexity, we considered the AST nodes
of #[requires()] and #[ensures()] clauses, as well as those of associated specification-related
expressions 2. We quantify the complexity of an AST using threemetrics: the total number of nodes
in the AST, the maximum depth of the AST, and the number of unique node types occurringwithin
the AST. We classify the node types by differentiating arithmetic and comparison operators, and
among Prusti constructs such as forall and old, while disregarding children in the classification
and treating variables and constants uniformly. For example, the expression a + (b - c) has
three different node types: identifiers (a, b, and c), addition, and subtraction. An overview of the
different node types we consider, and the program we implemented to calculate AST complexity,
are available in our supplementary material [Anonymous Authors 2023].
We present our results in Table 2. Our results demonstrate that the specifications written using

our methodology are syntactically simpler in most cases. In particular, specifications related to
BankKeeper compare favourably to the alternative w.r.t. all three metrics: specifications are less

2For example, the function burn_tokens_post(), which expresses the postcondition of burn(), is also used in the specifi-

cation of send_fungible_tokens(). We associate the body of burn_tokens_post() towards the count of burn(), rather

than send_fungible_tokens().
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1 pub fn transfer_tokens_post(&self,old_bank:&Self,from:AccountId,to:AccountId,coin:&PrefixedCoin) -> bool {

2 self.unescrowed_coin_balance(coin.denom.base_denom) ==

3 if (is_escrow_account(to) && !is_escrow_account(from)) { ... }

4 else if (!is_escrow_account(to) && is_escrow_account(from)) { ... }

5 else { old_bank.unescrowed_coin_balance(coin.denom.base_denom) } &&

6 forall(|acct_id2: AccountId, denom2: PrefixedDenom|

7 self.balance(acct_id2, denom2) ==

8 if(acct_id2 == from && coin.denom == denom2) { ... }

9 else if (acct_id2 == to && coin.denom == denom2) { ... }

10 else { old_bank.balance(acct_id2, denom2) }) &&

11 forall(|c: BaseDenom| c != coin.denom.base_denom ==>

12 self.unescrowed_coin_balance(c) == old_bank.unescrowed_coin_balance(c)

13 )

14 }

(a) The postcondition for BankKeeper’s send_tokens() function, specified in terms of program states.

1 #[requires(transfer_money!(self.id(), from, coin))]

2 #[ensures(transfer_money!(self.id(), to, coin))]

(b) The specification of send_tokens() wri�en using resource reasoning constructs. The macro

transfer_money!() is defined in Fig. 17.

than 1/10th the size, 1/3rd of the depth, and contain less than 1/5th as many unique nodes. The
only area where our specifications are markedly more complex is with respect to the size of the
specifications for send_preserves() (79 vs 47) and round_trip() (72 vs 53). As mentioned in the
prior subsection, this is due to the requirement to indicate the resource operations of the functions
in additional to the program-state properties. We note that although the size of the coupling invari-
ants is relatively large (comparable with the size of mint() and burn()), the invariant only needs
to be written once, regardless of the number of functions in the program. Therefore, we expect
that we our methodology would compare even more favourably if applied to larger programs.

6.3 Interpretability

Interpretability, refers to how easy it is to understand the meaning of a specification. We approxi-
mate interpretability by considering how much of the specification expresses the essential aspects
of the program, that is, aspects that would also be explicit in a human language description of
the program. For example, the part of a postcondition for mint() that specifies the balance will
increase is essential, however frame conditions in the specification would not. Intuitively, spec-
ifications that mix essential and non-essential aspects are challenging to interpret, because the
reader must differentiate between the two in order to understand the intent of the specification.
Our specifications compare favourably w.r.t. this metric: by design, our methodology only con-

siders essential aspects of resource operations. We have not formally quantified how much non-
essential code is present in the alternative specifications; however, we note that most of the annota-
tions for BankKeeperexpress non-essential aspects. For example, the postcondition of send_tokens(),
shown in Fig. 23a consists mostly of non-essential code. In particular, it includes frame conditions,
and also considers separately different cases depending on whether from and to are escrow ac-
counts. In contrast, our specification using resources (Fig. 23b) expresses the essential aspects in
just lines: the first specifying that the sender’s tokens are destroyed, and the second specifying
that the receiver’s tokens are created.
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Application Without Resources (mean / sd) With Resources (mean / sd)

Token Transfer 65.12s / 0.15s 83.00s / 0.78s
NFT Transfer 57.04s / 0.23s 59.88s / 0.36s

Table 3. Comparison of verification time for the specifications wri�en in the different styles. Results are

presented for five runs of the verifier.

6.4 Verification Time

We compared the runtime of the specification written using our methodology, and the alternate
version. For each version, we performedfive runs, all runswere performed a 10-coreAppleM1Max.
Our results are presented in Table 3. The verification time for theNFT transfer application is similar
for both versions (59.88s vs 57.04s). There is a larger difference w.r.t. token transfer application: the
specification using resources is 27% slower (83s vs 65.12s). This is most likely due to the overhead
of casting between the types used to represent resource amounts and the types representing bank
balances in the underlying Viper encoding: changing the specification to instead express balance
using Viper’s permission amount types (i.e., rational numbers as opposed to integers) eliminates
the difference (resulting in timings of 88.74s vs 90.38s respectively). As future work, we believe it
could be possible to reduce the performance overhead associated with such casts.

6.5 Analysis / Conclusion

Our evaluation shows that specifications written in our methodology compare favourably to spec-
ifications written in terms of program states. Our specifications require fewer lines of code and
syntactically simpler. Specificationswritten using ourmethodology are also easier to interpret: this
is demonstrated by the observation that specifications written in terms of program states must ex-
press many non-essential properties in their specifications (e.g. frame conditions). Although our
specifications sometimes require more time to verify, the increase in time is a reasonable trade-off
to make for the simpler specifications. Furthermore, our evaluation indicates that the increase is
due to the behaviour of the underlying Viper verifier rather than a fundamental consequence of
using our methodology.

7 RELATED WORK

Effect systems [Lucassen and Gifford 1988] extend a type system to include the side-effects via
effect types, which typically over-approximate the side-effects an expression is allowed to perform.
Our resource specifications can be seen as similar to a kind of effect, but are precise, and apply only
to changes to our ghost resource state. This distinction (and indirection via our coupling invariants)
is crucial to obtaining strong frame properties while still writing local specifications.
Separation logic [Reynolds 2002] enables verification of heap-manipulating programs using lo-

cal reasoning: assertions describe only the relevant part of the heap, rather than the heap as
a whole. Our resource reasoning technique takes clear inspiration from this idea of local rea-
soning, although our technique intentionally avoids explicit resource reasoning about the con-
crete program state. Extensions of separation logic facilitate abstraction with user-defined predi-
cates [Parkinson and Bierman 2005], but we note that an abstraction of our e.g.Bank data structure
via abstract predicates would typically suffer from the same need for frame conditions about how
the internals change over a side-effectful function. Our holds() construct, which allows introspec-
tion on the local resource state, does not have an analogue in separation logic. However, the Viper
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intermediate language [Müller et al. 2016] supports resource reasoning and resource introspec-
tion via the perm() expressions explained in Sec. 4. In contrast to our holds() construct, Viper’s
perm() expressions cannot be used directly in method pre- and postconditions in a generally-
sound way; their semantics is not consistent between how a caller and callee interpret their mean-
ing [Müller et al. 2016]. Being an intermediate language, Viper provides features powerful enough
to encode our reasoning principles, but places the burden on the user to use these features soundly.
In contrast, our holds expressions can be used freely in pre- and post-conditions without fear of
unsoundness, and the trickier parts of our encoding (Sec. 4) take care of a correct mapping to Viper
automatically.
There is substantial priorwork focused on verification of smart contracts themselves [Ahrendt and Bubel

2020][Bräm et al. 2021][Mohajerani et al. 2022]: while not the specific focus of our work, these are
clearly resource-manipulating programs (used to handle cryptocurrency assets). The verification
tool 2Vyper [Bräm et al. 2021] is closest to our work: it provides its own resource reasoning via ef-
fect clauses for smart contracts in the Vyper language: these can specify possible resource transfers,
and users can also define invariants that connect the resource state to the runtime state. However,
there are several technical differences with our work: unlike our system, 2Vyper’s resource specifi-
cations describe approximations (in the style of effect systems) of a function’s behaviour, and over
representations of the entire resource state; there is no way to partition the resource state into a
only a local part that a function is concerned with, which is what eliminates heavyweight frame
conditions in our work.
2Vyper’s effect-clauses consist of a multiset of the operations that will occur in their execution,

but these only refer to the resource operations performed directly by the function itself: because
2Vyper considers interactions with unverified external code, it is not possible to reason in general
about external resource operations. In contrast, because we do not allow untrusted external calls,
the specifications in our methodology effectively summarise the resource operations that occur
within a method call. We have not yet applied our technique to verify interactions with untrusted
code; doing so could be interesting future work.
Ahrendt and Bubel verify Solidity contracts with a proof technique centred around two-state

invariants [Ahrendt and Bubel 2020]. They show that differences betweenwei amounts (the built-in
currency) are powerful for expressing such invariants, similar to the encoding of our holds feature
into Viper. They address untrusted code and security properties while we do not; on the other
hand, their work does not support custom notions of resource, build in resource-like properties, or
address data structure framing; their technique is concerned specifically with currency in Solidity.
Other prior work has focused on verification of smart contracts by modelling them as extended

finite state machines [Mohajerani et al. 2022]. Our approach is more general, as it is not limited to
the domain of smart contracts and does not assume any particular program architecture.
The specification language Chainmail [Drossopoulou et al. 2020] enables user-defined invari-

ants using holistic specifications, which can be used to enforce a wide range of security-related
properties, including some related to resources in the program. For example, it is possible to define
an invariant that ensures any change in the balance of a particular account is associated with a
call to deposit() referencing that account. Specifications in Chainmail must still ultimately be
phrased in terms of program states; leading to less direct and more-complex specifications. In
contrast, our methodology, which treats resources as first class, allows specifications concerning
resource operations directly.
Various smart contract languages provide first-class support for resources. TheMove language [Blackshear et al.

2019], originally developed by Facebook for the Diem blockchain, supports first-class resources
that are implemented with linear types. Obsidian [Coblenz et al. 2020] uses both linear types and
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typestate to prevent bugs related to improper handling of resources. Flint [Schrans et al. 2018] sup-
ports asset types that encapsulate unsafe operations and provide a safe interface. None of these
support static verification concerning resource quantities, or built-in rules to enforce e.g. that are
by-default preserved.

8 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we examined the challenges encountered when writing specifications of resource
manipulating programs in terms of program state. When using a modular verifier, this approach
requires users to explicitly write frame conditions in specifications, and these frame conditions
make specifications lengthier and harder to interpret. Furthermore, such specifications do not eas-
ily compose, and are not expressive enough to rule out certain kinds of resource-related bugs.
The root cause of these issues is the semantic gap between our high-level, intuitive expectations

of how resources behave, and the language used to write specifications in the code. Therefore, we
developed a new methodology to support reasoning about resources directly inside specifications,
thereby narrowing the semantic gap.
Themethodologywe developed extends a program verifier with a first-class notion of resources,

without requiring support for resources in the source language. Instead, we allow users to define
coupling invariants to connect resource operations to program state. These invariants are checked
by the verifier, allowing users to describe the behaviour of their program in terms of resource
operations rather than as relations on program states.
We implemented our methodology as an extension to the program verifier Prusti, and evaluated

our design by using our extended version of Prusti to verify a real-world resource-manipulating
program. Our evaluation shows that, compared to a standard Prusti specification written in terms
of program states, specifications written using our methodology are more concise, syntactically
simpler, and easier to understand.
For future work, we would like to extend our methodology to facilitate interactions with un-

trusted or external code, as such interactions are typical in dealing with smart contracts. In par-
ticular, enforcing coupling invariants for functions that reborrow could increase the applicability
of our technique. Finally, we could consider applying our methodology to reason about resources
within a program, such as locks, database connections, or file handles.
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